ENSIGN ESTATE

BOTANY WAY
PURFLEET RM19 1TB

M25 MULTI-LET INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENT WITH SIGNIFICANT ASSET MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

PROPOSAL
Offers are invited in excess of £17,850,000 (Seventeen Million, Eight Hundred and
Fifty Thousand Pounds) for the freehold interest, subject to contract and exclusive
of VAT.
A purchase at this price reflects an attractive Net Initial Yield of 6.75% assuming
purchaser’s costs of 6.74%.

INVESTMENT SUMMARY
•

•

•
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An M25 multi-let industrial estate with
an adjoining purpose-built vehicle
servicing facility
An established industrial location in
close proximity to Junction 30/31 of the
M25 and the A13
Freehold

Ensign Estate

•

•

Totalling 100,470 sq ft (9,334 sq m) the
multi let estate comprises 61,604 sq ft
(5,723 sq m) across 38 units and the
vehicle servicing facility comprises
38,866 sq ft (3,611 sq m) across 2 units
Fully let to 25 tenants providing a
diverse income profile

•

Total passing rent of £1,283,889 per
annum (£7.79 per sq ft)

•

51% of the income is let to Scania Ltd
(D&B 5A 1)

•

WAULT of 5.47 years to expiries and
4.98 years to breaks

•

Site area of 13.27 acres (5.37 hectares)
providing an extremely low site
coverage of 17%

•

The estate adjoins the £1bn Purfleet
Regeneration scheme providing further
growth potential for existing or
alternative uses in the medium to long
term (Subject to Planning)
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Purfleet town is located in the Borough
of Thurrock and sits on the north side
of the Thames Estuary, approximately
18 miles (30 km) east of Central London
and 7 miles (11 km) north of Dartford.
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Ensign Estate

Purfleet provides a well-established
industrial and distribution location
serving Greater London and the South
East as a result of its exceptional road
communications and proximity to major
UK freight terminals.

Road
Purfleet benefits from excellent
road communications with
Junction 31 of the M25
Motorway situated 1 mile (1.6 km) to
the east of the Property, offering access
to the national motorway network to the
north and to the south via the Queen
Elizabeth II Bridge (A282). The A13, 0.5
miles (0.8 km) to the north, is a major
trunk road providing quick access to
Central London 18 miles (30 km) west,
and east to the M25, Thurrock and
Tilbury.

Port
Purfleet is within 1.9 miles (3
km) of the Port of London’s
major terminals including C RO
Ports London Ltd, Jurgens Jetty, Civil and
Marine Jetty and Purfleet Aggregates,
handling a diverse range of commodities
such as vehicles, containers, petroleum
products, edible oils and marine
aggregates.
The
Port
of
Tilbury,
situated
approximately 7 miles (11 km) east of
Purfleet, extends to more than 1,100
acres (445 hectares) and handles
vehicles, grain, bulk products, and paper.
The port manages in excess of 500,000
containers per annum.
London Gateway is the UK’s most
advanced deep-sea terminal situated
approximately 13 miles (21 km) east
of Purfleet. It provides one of Europe’s
largest logistics parks with the capacity
to handle 3.5 million containers per
annum and has attracted leading brands
such as UPS, Lidl, Maritime Transport
Ltd and SH Pratt Group.

Rail

Airport

Purfleet Rail Station is situated
0.7 miles (1 km) south of the
property and provides regular
services to London Fenchurch Street
Station with a fastest journey time of
approximately 28 minutes. Ebbsfleet
International, part of the Channel Tunnel
Rail Link, is located approximately 8
miles (13 km) south east of the property.

Purfleet is located close to
major South East airports
including London City, Stansted
and Gatwick providing both passenger
and cargo capabilities to mainland
Europe and beyond.
London City Airport is the closest airport
located in the Docklands area of London,
approximately 12 miles (19 km) west of
Purfleet and accessed via the A13.
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The A13 provides a major arterial route into
Central London to the west. It also links directly
to Junction 30 of the M25, 1 mile (1.6 km) to the
east providing quick access to the UK motorway
network.
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The Property benefits from being approximately
1 mile (1.6 km) east of the A13 which is accessed
via Botany Way and the A1306 to the north.
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Located within the Borough of Thurrock,
Purfleet takes advantage of the strong transport
communications and access to major freight
terminals. As a result the area has attracted a
mix of national, regional and local occupiers with
transport orientated occupiers including DSV,
Youngs Transport and Canute Logistics as well as
distribution occupiers such as Tescos, Unilever
Foods and Carpetright.
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Ensign Estate comprises a 61,604 sq ft (5,723 sq
m) multi-let estate with an adjoining 38,866 sq
ft (3,611 sq m) vehicle repair and servicing unit.
The estate is split across two levels and provides
a mix of units on a low site cover. It benefits from
a gatehouse at the entrance and secure perimeter
fencing with a private tarmacadam road running
through the estate providing access to both the
top and bottom sites.
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The total site area comprises 13.27 acres (5.37
ha), benefiting from an extremely low site cover
of approximately 17%.
A promap is contained in the dataroom.
For indicative purposes only
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MULTI-LET ESTATE
The multi-let estate comprises 38 units ranging from 430 sq
ft (40 sq m) to 7,457 (693 sq m). The estate is split across the
two levels with the top site comprising three detached units
with large open yard areas, 64 demised lorry parking spaces,
an office building and a self-contained yard. The units are steel
portal framed with profile metal sheet roofs and reinforced
concrete floors.
At the entrance to the bottom site there is a four-bay unit
with roller shutter doors. Behind this is a terrace of 12 units
that backs onto the upper site, protected by a large concrete
retaining wall. All units benefit from a roller shutter door
whilst some benefit from mezzanine installations. Again, the
units are steel portal framed with profile metal sheet roofs
and reinforced concrete floors. To the north of the bottom site
there is a large concrete framed warehouse which has been
subdivided to provide both industrial and two storey office
accommodation.
The Vendor has undertaken a phased refurbishment of the
scheme including reroofing and recladding the majority of
units.
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Eaves heights range from 4.09m to 6.75m.

VEHICLE REPAIR
AND SERVICING UNIT
The 36,473 sq ft (3,388 sq m) vehicle repair and servicing
unit was purpose built for Scania in 2002. It provides a high
specification fully clad steel portal frame building designed
for the servicing and maintenance of commercial vehicles;
specifically, Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs) and special car
carriers. It benefits from 25 up and over loading doors to the
front and rear elevations along with 5 inspection pits and an
eaves height of circa 6.40m. The two storey office is fitted
out to a high specification and includes suspended ceilings,
passenger lifts and central heating.
An ancillary 2,393 sq ft (222 sq m) building is located close
to the entrance of their demise and benefits from a 4.91m
eaves height, two inspection pits and two roller shutter doors.
It is being used for the servicing of second-hand HGVs. The
adjoining yard has been fenced off to provide staff car parking.

ACCOMMODATION
The Property has been measured by Armada Surveys (March 2018)
in accordance with the RICS Code of Measuring Practice (6th Edition).
The multi-let estate comprises 61,604 sq ft (5,723 sq m) across 38
units and the vehicle servicing facility comprises 38,866 sq ft (3,611
sq m) across 2 units.
The breakdown of areas can be seen in the Tenancy Schedule and in
the Measured Survey contained in the dataroom.

TENURE
Freehold.
There is a substation on site located at the rear of Unit C19-20 which
is owned by the Vendor.
We understand there is a Right of Way across the Scania demise
on the bottom site for the purpose of the Water Board to access a
pumping station.
Further information is available on request.

TENANCY
Please refer to the separate Tenancy Schedule to see a full breakdown
of the estate.
With the exception of Scania, all leases are granted outside the
Landlord and Tenant Act 1954.
Lease obligations and provisions vary across the estate. This
primarily relates to service charge recoverability, repairing
obligations, rent payment regularity and the availability of some
Schedules of Condition. The separate Tenancy Schedule summarises
the lease positions but all prospective Purchasers should satisfy
themselves with regards to these variations and their implications
having reviewed the documentation on the dataroom.
Lorry Parking Spaces
Of the 64 lorry parking spaces 33 are occupied on an informal basis
generating £116,678 per annum. There are no licenses and the rent
is paid monthly.
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TENANT COVENANT
The estate benefits from 51% of the income secured against Scania who have a D&B rating of 5A 1.
The other 24 tenants provide a mix of local and regional occupiers with no single occupier accounting
for more than 8% of the remaining income.

Traymate. 7% of the income. They are a manufacturer and distributor of shower trays and showering
enclosures. This is their sole location undertaking the design, development and production from
here. They have been in occupation in excess of 20 years.

Scania (Great Britain) Ltd
Company No: 831017
Dun and Bradstreet rating: 5A 1
51% of income

South Eastern CVR. 5% of the income. A local truck and trailer breakdown specialist who also
undertake HGV and commercial vehicle servicing. They have been in operation for over 25 years and
have a large number of well-established clients.
The pie chart below shows the diverse range of tenants located on estate.

Scania have been situated on the estate since 2002. They have recently expanded their operation by
taking the vehicle storage area on the top site on a co-terminus lease to their other accommodation.
The company is one of the leading manufacturers of heavy trucks, buses, coaches and engines for
industrial and marine purposes, in addition to providing support services for its products.
Established in 1981, Scania currently operates in over 100 countries with over 1,600 service centres,
of which 88 are located in the United Kingdom. In 2017, Scania’s share of the UK heavy truck market
was 15.50% and 16.20% for its share of the European market in 2017 and 6.80% for the combined bus
and coach market. Scania (Great Britain) Ltd ultimately forms part of Scania AB, in which Volkswagen
AG has a 45.66% capital share.
Further information is available at their website www.scania.co.uk
A summary of their last three years of accounts are as follows:
Fiscal
Non-Consolidated
31 Dec 2017
(£ 000’s)
Sales Turnover
Profit / (Loss) Before Taxes
Tangible Net Worth
Net Current Assets (Liabilities)

817,810
47,150
48,784
(18,650)

Fiscal
Non-Consolidated
31 Dec 2016
(£ 000’s)

Fiscal
Non-Consolidated
31 Dec 2015
(£ 000’s)

799,418
61,486
50,846
(109)

684,842
57,524
56,269
(17,276)

The next three largest occupiers based on income are:
Facelift along with its subsidiaries (Ascendant Access, Tutto Brand and ZT Safety) account for 8% of
the income. From this location they offer access platform hire, sales and training to London and all
major town and cities in surrounding counties. They have been in occupation for over 9 years and
operate from 41 other destinations in the UK.
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51%

8%
7%
5%

29%

Scania
Facelift
Traymate
South Eastern CVR
Other tenants

“51% of the income
secured against
a 5A 1 covenant”

OCCUPATIONAL MARKET COMMENTARY
Greater London and the M25 region has witnessed unprecedented levels of rental growth over recent years due to
continuing demand from occupiers including haulage operators and third-party logistics looking to serve Central
London. Demand is far out stripping supply and with the A13 corridor having historic lower rental levels than other
satellite locations, it stands to benefit from further rental growth.
A1(M)

Hertford“Surrounding industrial rents

achieving in excess of £13.50 psf”

Purfleet is a well-established industrial location which has attracted a range of occupiers looking to benefit from its
proximity to Central London and its ability to serve the South East via exceptionally strong transport links.
The rental tone at Ensign Estate is passing below that of surrounding areas and the existing lease flexibility provides
an opportunity to increase rents in the short to medium term. The map opposite shows how Ensign Estate compares
to nearby industrial locations.

M25
ENFIELD

M25
M1

Throughout 2018 the UK industrial and logistics market has remained in favour with investors and demand for good
quality assets with asset management opportunities continues to far outstrip supply. Greater London investment
opportunities remain very limited compared to equity allocations for this sector with market commentators
expecting this trend to continue with strongest demand for last mile locations with established and improving
occupational markets.
Investors remain optimistic with their ERV assumptions, particularly for Greater London assets, helping to drive
down yields as seen by recent transactions including Aerodrome Way, Heston.
The table below provides a summary of recent key transactions:
Property

Size
WAULT
(Sq Ft) (To Break)

Thames View Business Centre,
115,401
Rainham		

NIY
(%)

5.66 Q.£20.194 Q.4.25%
(4.10)

Cap Val
(£ PSF)

Purchaser

Date

£175

Under offer

September 2018

£17.45

4.43%

£222

Schroders

July 2018

Orbital One Trading Estate,
67,018
6.27
Dartford		(4.13)

£12.80

4.15%

£191

M&G

June 2018

Edisons Park, Crossways,
133,688
8.40
Dartford		(6.80)

£22.74

£12.00 psf

BARKING
£15.00 psf

LONDON

£18.10

3.95%

£13.50 psf

£10.00 psf

ENSIGN
ESTATE

BELVEDERE

£7.79 psf

WEST
THURROCK
£12.00 psf

£10.50 psf

DARTFORD

M25
CROYDON
£15.50 psf

4.35%

DAGENHAM RAINHAM

£170

Valor

ORPINGTON
£12.75 psf

£193

Capital Industrial

M20

May 2018

6.60
£6.525
4.55%
£233
Christ’s Hospital
April 2018
(3.70)				 Foundation Endowment fund

Mill River Trading Estate,
93,786
3.91
Enfield		(2.39)

Ensign Estate

ROMFORD

£11.00 psf

Aerodrome Way Industrial Estate, 78,760
5.82
Heston		(5.53)

Sky Business Park,
27,960
Egham		
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Price
(£M)

M11

£14.00 psf

INVESTMENT MARKET COMMENTARY

M26

March 2018

M25

M25

PURFLEET REGENERATION
The Ensign Estate is adjacent to the Purfleet Centre Regeneration scheme a
£1bn Joint Venture development between Thurrock Council and Swan Housing
(with Urban Catalyst acting as Development Managers).
The Joint Venture is awaiting outline planning consent on a revised application
which is expected to be granted shortly. The 147-acre site is looking to provide
2,850 new homes, local shops, a supermarket, a primary school, a health
centre, leisure facilities, an upgraded railway station and landscaping for
pedestrian access to the river front. It will also include 1m sq ft of new film
and television studios delivered by Quartermaster Holdings to create the UK’s
leading and largest facility of its kind.
In addition to the above we understand that The London South Bank University
are seeking Council approval for a new university media and health campus to
be located on the scheme.

Mixed Tenure
Homes

Construction is expected to start early 2019 and over the course of the next 15
years the area will be transformed into a new community.
To understand the scheme in more detail please visit www.ourpurfleet.com/
TheVision
Ensign Estate adjoins the PCR site to the north, as seen on the plan opposite
and is well placed to benefit from any increase in land values across the
medium to long term.

Primary
School

Hollow
Woods
Town
Centre

Film and TV
Production Studios

University
Campus

High
Street

Secondary
School
Mixed Tenure
Homes

For indicative purposes only
© 2018 PURFLEET CENTRE REGENERATION LTD
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© 2018 PURFLEET CENTRE REGENERATION LTD

Nature
Reserve

EcoZone

ASSET MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNTIES
We believe Ensign Estate offers the Purchaser with an excellent
active asset management opportunity and the potential to
extract short, medium and long-term value across the hold
period. We believe a business plan could incorporate the
following:

SHORT TERM
Improve the estate and tenant profile by the provision of an
Estate board (Subject to Planning). Enter into lease regear
negotiations with numerous long term occupiers to improve
the WAULT and rental tone across the estate. In particular
we believe Scania, who have been on the estate for 17 years,
require more accommodation.

MEDIUM TERM
Continue the ongoing phased refurbishment of the estate to
further improve the rental tone, lease profile and tenant mix.
Formalise the lorry parking licence position.

LONG TERM
Asset repositioning either to incorporate a redevelopment of
the existing units to provide new industrial accommodation
generating a much-improved rental tone and a more modern
holding. Alternatively, consider incorporating the site into the
Purfleet Regeneration Area and pursue a redevelopment for
residential use (Subject to Planning).

ENVIRONMENTAL
RPS Group have undertaken Phase I Environmental Surveys
dated March 2018 covering the multi-let estate and the
vehicle repair unit. A low to moderate rating in relation to
Environmental Risk has been ascribed to both elements. The
reports are capable of being assigned to the Purchaser.
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EPC
Energy Performance Certificates have been undertaken on all
units. Further information is available on request.

VAT
The Property is elected for VAT, which is payable upon the
purchase price although the sale may be treated as a Transfer
of Going Concern.

SERVICE CHARGE
The estate has a mixture of service charge provisions contained
in the leases. We believe units C1, C1A, C2, C2A, C4, C5, C7, C17,
C18 and C19-20 do not have service charge provisions.

WARRANTIES
Warranties for recent works are contained within the dataroom
and are assignable to the purchaser.

DATAROOM
A dataroom containing copies of the leases and relevant
legal documentation, environmental survey, management
information and EPCs is available. Please contact Cushman &
Wakefield for access.

PROPOSAL
Offers are invited in excess of £17,850,000
(Seventeen Million, Eight Hundred and Fifty
Thousand Pounds) for the freehold interest,
subject to contract and exclusive of VAT.
A purchase at this price reflects an attractive Net
Initial Yield of 6.75% assuming purchaser’s costs
of 6.74%.

CONTACT

43-45 Portman Square
London W1H 6LY

CHARLES HOWARD

TOM COAKER

HARRIET BANTOCK

charles.howard@cushwake.com
020 7152 5364
07810 631 409

tom.coaker@cushwake.com
020 7152 5357
07894 814 327

harriet.bantock@cushwake.com
020 7152 5824
07702 136 379

MISREPRESENTATION CLAUSE Cushman & Wakefield gives notice to anyone who may read these particulars as follows: 1. These particulars are prepared for the guidance only of prospective purchasers. They are intended to give a fair overall description of the property but are not intended to constitute
part of an offer or contract. 2. Any information contained herein (whether in the text, plans or photographs) is given in good faith but should not be relied upon as being a statement or representation of fact. 3. Nothing in these particulars shall be deemed to be a statement that the property is in good
condition or otherwise nor that any services or facilities are in good working order. 4. The photographs appearing in this brochure show only certain parts and aspects of the property at the time when the photographs were taken. Certain aspects may have changed since the photographs were taken
and it should not be assumed that the property remains precisely as displayed in the photographs. Furthermore no assumptions should be made in respect of parts of the property which are not shown in the photographs. 5. Any areas, measurements or distances referred to herein are approximate
only. 6. Where there is reference in these particulars to the fact that alterations have been carried out or that a particular use is made of any part of the property this is not intended to be a statement that any necessary planning, building regulations or other consents have been obtained and these
matters must be verified by any intending purchaser. 7. Descriptions of a property are inevitably subjective and the descriptions contained herein are used in good faith as an opinion and not by way of statement of fact. The particulars were prepared in November 2018. Brochure by Mango 020 7060 4142

